
To the Planning Commission, 
 
The Kardboard Box LLC, recently purchased the Napa building at 105-145 N Third Ave plus the 
5,000 sq foot parking lot to the south. A change of use and minor modification was submitted to the 
City of Stayton in late February, to turn the southern 3,250 sq feet of the existing NAPA store and 
the adjoining 5,000 sq foot parking lot into an event center with an attached food truck lot. The 
parking lot has been a temporary food truck lot, hosting one or two different food trucks on 
Wednesdays thru Sundays, for more than four years.  
 
A pre-application meeting was held via Zoom, on March 15, allowing for the required two-week 
notification and prep time other entities. Four people, Dan Fleishman, Lance Ludwick, a Marion 
County Building dept. representative and the applicant participated in the meeting. The preliminary 
site plan, which included a 40 x 25-foot covered area, seemed satisfactory and after the applicant 
worked with an architect for the next 30 days to get the food trucks and covered area positioned for 
good flow in to the event center, the minor modification application was filed April 12, 2022.  
 
This variance request is due to the fact that the City of Stayton’s planner has just informed the 
applicant, 52 days after the pre-application meeting, that the covered seating area- a structure with 
posts, post footings and a shed roof- is actually considered a new building, not an accessory 
structure (arcades, roofs, porches, alcoves, porticoes or awnings). This structure will have to follow 
new building code as it sits on the 5,000 sq foot parking lot. Code 17.20.220.3.6. require buildings 
have architectural items such as arcades, roofs, porches, alcoves, porticoes or awnings that protect 
pedestrians from the rain and sun. While there is a main entrance into the event center on Third 
Avenue, this portico would cover pedestrians entering the food truck lot from Third Ave and allow 
them access to the side entrance of the event center.  
 
The proposed structure is freestanding due to unknown foundation specs of the existing building to 
support wind and snow loads. The proposed structure would be attached at the roofline to the side of 
the existing building with flashing. Should a “real building” be added to this lot, the proposed 
structure would have to be torn down. It has no foundation, no walls or windows, no insulation, and 
the existing asphalt is it’s flooring. It is a portico, which by definition is “a structure consisting of a 
roof supported by columns at regular intervals, typically attached as a porch to a building.” 
 
It is the applicant’s desire that the planning commission accepts that this is an accessory structure, a 
portico, to the existing building and therefore it is not required to meet new building code in the 
DCMU and that the planning commission returns the $1,300 fee to the applicant. However, should 
that not be the case, the applicant would like to apply for the variance to code 17.220.3k.2.  
 
This variation covers the roofline of the portico. The proposed roof is a shed roof, beginning at a 14’ 
elevation on the existing building, sloping south to end at approximately a 9’ elevation, twenty-five 
feet away. This is a 2.5/12 slope versus a 6/12 to 12/12 required in the code. A 6/12 slope would put 
the roof at 21.5’ in height compared to the 16.5’ height of the existing building. While different roof 
styles could work here, these styles create the visual aesthetic of a completely separate building 
from the event center. Hopefully it is the right of the property owner to create a harmonious roof line 
to an existing building, a roof line that enhances the existing building but does not dominate the 
existing building or create its own identity apart from the existing building. 
 
The extraordinary circumstance of this property and this property alone, in the DCMU, lies in the fact 
that the existing building is one tax lot and an attached parking lot is another tax lot. “Attached” 
parking lot is important, as there are four garage doors and one man-door on the existing building 
which are only functional with the parking lot, as the existing building is built on the common (shared) 
property line. It is within this extraordinary circumstance that minimum relief could be found.  
 



The minimum relief available to alleviate this problem, is for the planning commission to accept the 
proposed structure as an accessory structure and allow the roofing guidelines for such extensions of 
a sloped or flat roof with no slope requirements. Granting this variance is not a special privilege as 
other buildings are allowed protected outside seating underneath awnings, porticos,  in public right 
away. Outside seating under a cover on private property should also be allowed.  
 
This request is a not self-imposed condition. This request, for a variance, is in response to a City 
imposed interpretation of code. This variance conforms to the purposes of zoning regulations by 
creating a visually appealing entrance in to the food truck lot, providing shade and rain protection to 
pedestrians and assures a high quality, pedestrian-oriented development pattern in the downtown 
area consistent with the vision expressed in the Downtown Transportation and Revitalization Plan. 
May 6, 2022.  
 
Furthermore, the portico structure helps to break up the non-conforming single plane wall on the 
south side of the existing building, giving the properties to the south a much more attractive view. 
These variances do not create an identifiable conflict with the provisions of the Comprehensive Plan. 
A zone change would still require a variance request to the Planning Commission. 
 
Again, It is the applicant’s desire that the planning commission accepts that this is an accessory 
structure to an existing building, and therefore it is not required to meet new building zoning code in 
the DCMU and that the planning commission returns the $1,300 fee to the applicant. 
 
Juli Bochsler 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


